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Abstract  
Traditional practice to tolerance design has been based on a sequential approach to design and manufacturing 
considerations. An integrated approach involving simultaneous selection of design and manufacturing tolerances 
was introduced in the last decade. Choice of manufacturing processes (or machines) from amongst the alternatives, 
frequently encountered in different stages of realization of individual dimensions, is an important issue in product 
development. Optimal tolerance design problem formulated with these two issues is the focus of this study. The 
resulting optimization problem involving a non-linear and combinatorial search space cannot be effectively solved 
for global solution using conventional optimization techniques. Genetic algorithm, a non-traditional optimization 
technique has been proposed in this research. The approach has been demonstrated with the help of a simple case 
study. 12 refs. 
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Abstract 
Fuzziness and/or vagueness are common aspects of almost every real production system. They are seldom 
represented in discrete event simulation. Only recently a new emerging field is attracting the interests of the 
scientific community: fuzzy simulator. Despite this new approach is very attractive and promising, fuzzy simulators 
still are not so well-established neither they present enough significant stability for practical purposes. 
In this paper, a pseudo-fuzzy simulation approach for production control is discussed to address the subjective 
forms of uncertainty, into discrete-event simulation. Conclusions presented on the sensitivity analysis give a 
rationale of the use of the pseudo-fuzzy approach for decision support strategies in production control under several 
uncertainty conditions. 15 refs. 
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Abstract 
In the new digital economy, the industrial society is penetrating evolving and existing markets of a consuming 
society with a variety of products intended to improve mobile communications. Many of these products are unique; 
some are derivates of existing products, while others are integration of a number of different products. In this paper 
we define a hardware and software structure named “Platform for Training in Management and Engineering for 
Industrial Virtual Enterprises”-PREMINV, needed to train students, the future engineers, who must be able to work 
in the virtual enterprise (VE) imposed by the globalization of the manufacturing and competition. We propose in 
this paper a structure for a collaborative design system to improve product development. The key is the 
collaborative engineering, a tool for the virtual enterprise based on an open information model. Partners in the 
virtual enterprise need to exchange legacy data and migrate with other systems outside their own secure corporate 
boundary. 14 refs. 
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